Deloitte’s Oracle Cloud Rapid Migration Offering
Build an innovation-led foundation
Digital technologies are changing how businesses operate and the ways companies engage with
customers. Now more than ever, enterprises of all sizes need to be customer-led, insights-driven,
fast, and connected.
Financial and Human Capital systems are inherently complex,
and with today’s rapidly changing technology, leaders have
new layers of intricacy to consider. Digital technologies provide
finance and HR organizations with new opportunities to create
more value and drive smart decision making.
Forward-thinking companies are turning to the digital
revolution to reinvent enterprise functions that will enable
further innovation and growth. As aging core systems migrate
to the Cloud, the new interconnected systems can bring with
them benefits including lower IT costs, quicker expansion into
new markets and business lines, and real-time reporting. This
in turn helps drive finance organizations towards a digital
future where work is more efficient and strategically serves the
business.
However, to be able to realize these benefits efficiently,
companies should consider a rapid transition to the cloud.
Deloitte’s Oracle Cloud Rapid Migration offering provides a
compelling value proposition to finance and HR organizations
that are looking to accelerate their adoption of Oracle Cloud.

Deloitte’s Oracle Cloud Rapid Migration offering seeks to
amplify and accelerate your organization’s value capture
through a digital foundry that can deliver innovative solutions in
weeks. Built to leverage the scalable strength of Oracle Cloud
ERP applications, our offering prioritizes core foundational
finance plus HR operational features and capabilities that can
positively impact operational drivers.
By building upon this foundation, companies can move swiftly
to help reduce operational costs, consolidate, add or divest
businesses, increase productivity, and gain better insight from
their financial and HR data. The straightforward nature of the
offering can help provide value and velocity to your finance, HR
and IT organizations by bringing agility, accessibility, and realtime processing capabilities to the forefront.
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Deloitte CloudPrint

The rapid deployment of a finance and human capital management footprint is made possible by Deloitte’s CloudPrint. Many years of
experience implementing Oracle Cloud Financials and HCM combined with Deloitte’s industry insights helps strengthen our preconfigured CloudPrint solution, thereby helping to mitigate risk and decrease deployment time.
Select features of the Deloitte’s CloudPrint Solution include:

• Ready-to-use pre-built end-to-end Oracle Cloud Financials and
HCM solution
• Industry-specific leading practice business processes
• Tested methodology that assists organizations with the full
implementation cycle
• Pre-configured Oracle Financial and HCM Cloud modules
• Data migration, conversion and integration accelerators
• Large repository of proven Oracle ERP and HCM Cloud
deliverables, including pre-built test scripts and integration cases,
to focus the effort on delivering standardized, yet Client-specific
insights.

Are you ready for the Digital Journey?
To embark on the journey of being digital, organizations need to create the digital culture
required to sustain performance in a world of technology, business, and workforce
disruption. Effective organizations demonstrate capacity to adopt the business process
enabled by the deployment of a pre-configured CloudPrint solution, and have the agility
to make decisions efficiently. By doing so, organizations can reap the benefits of a broad
solution in the simplicity of the Cloud, delivered in a cost-effective manner.
With Deloitte’s Oracle Cloud Rapid Migration offering, you’re taking the first step to
becoming a digital organization and driving the future for your Finance and HR
organizations. Are you ready to be a part of digital revolution?

Join the digital revolution. Contact us:
Human experience, fueled by digital innovation
Imagine now with Deloitte and Oracle Cloud.

Technology is reshaping our world and inspiring continuous innovation. It
can also fuel frenetic and impersonal connections. At Deloitte, we help
organizations sustain feelings of belonging and relevant connections at the
right time for all humans within their ecosystems. Talk to us, and imagine
human need driving the design of your digital enterprise now with Oracle
applications and technology.
Experience, human. Foundation, digital. Enterprise, limitless.
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